CALL FOR PAPER
“NEW WORLD REGULATION AFTER COVID-19” SPECIAL WORKSHOP
“System Models”
A concept study titled “New World Regulation”, which will be made as the new phase of the strategic
research project titled New World Economy and Security Architecture, firstly requires answering the
question: How is it possible to achieve consistent results from other ongoing discussions in the field of
international relations without a comprehensive system discussion?
The Covid-19 outbreak is a critical milestone for the change in production, consumption, growth, and
conventional power standards, including security and defense. Scenarios and preparations have become
the top priority for the reinterpretation of the international immune system / infrastructure and for
strategic transformation. In this context, developing “System Models for New World Regulation” has
become an imperative, not a choice.
The other main questions that need to be based on the New World regulation are as follows:
Is the system crisis, increasingly felt by the globalization, "global-thaw" and regionalization debates, a
structural crisis or a method crisis caused by tactical and strategic mistakes? Do international
organizations such as the WTO, IMF and DB, especially the United Nations, have a capacity conducive to
reform; what are the possibilities and conditions of “structural reform”?
Does the Islamic world have a applicable civilisation project?
What is Turkey's perception of the “New World” and how should it be understood? Can Turkey, besides
its historical background and cultural diversity, evaluate the advantages arising from its geopolitical
position with optimum efficiency and develop an alternative “system model” to the “crossroads role”
between the capitalist poles?
How is it possible for Turkey or any other Islamic country to maintain its place in the New World unless
the “Islamic world”, the other name of Turkey's historical and cultural geography, acts with a common
vision; in this context, what is the perception of the world as a “New Turkey” and how should it be
understood?
Is digital-globalization a model of a new global system that is much easier to manage, or a
systemlessness that is almost impossible to control?

Sub-Themes
Globalization," Global-Disintegration" and Regionalization Crises After Covid-19
“Global Trade - Regional Politics” Conflict and New Definitions of Diplomacy After Covid-19
Civilizations and Alternative System Model Potentials
Turkey's "New World" Perceptions and Perspectives Founder Kurucu Perspektifler
World “New Turkey” Perception and Critical Perspectives
International Organizations and Reform Capacities
Global Companies and Digital-Globalization and Their Roles in The Systems Crisis

SUBMISSION of ABSTRACT
If you are interested in submitting a paper in order to attend at the New World Regulation
Special Workshop as a speaker, you need to submit via izgisavas@tasam.org
ahmetyildiz@tasam.org with an MS Word document which includes following items:
- Title of your paper
- 300 words abstract, 5 keywords
- Your Institutional Connection and Curriculum Vitae
- Your Cell Phone No (if not written in the CV)

Important Dates
Deadline for submission of abstract

: 13 September 2020

Successful authors will be notified by

: 30 September 2020

Deadline for submission of revised full text : 30 November 2020

Conference Date

: 05-06 November 2020

Required Information
Abstract / article acceptance process is conducted by using the blind review method by our
referee board.
All full texts complying with the abstract and accepted as scientific proficiency will be published
as a compilation book.
There is no charge for the submitted abstract and presentation of accepted papers.

Transportation, accommodation and local expenses are provided by the participants.

